William And Mary Secedes From Union

Professor Explodes Appomattox Myth

William and Mary has spearheaded the drive of the southern states to reopen the War Between the States by seceding from the Union, as of Friday, May 16.

Discovery of a disfamed fraud perpetrated at the supposed "surrender" at Appomattox has led to the reconsideration of the master by four of the eight southern states already and the expectation that Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee will rapidly follow the example set by Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia. The four states have begun their inquisition to withdraw from the Union were brought to this decision by the discovery of the gigantic mistake which occurred when lookers-on discovered the surrender papers when long shot, came in last, while another long horse, Union, forever won the race. Union Forever, or some other second to the cost and Traveler was declared dead.

Hypotheses explaining the ghastly affair include: 1) that General Lee's twin sister, Harriet Lee, in which Traveler was running, had shown a new interest in the horse; 2) that the horse was not one to surrender, or the other horse, Confederate, for which there is evidence; and 3) that it was the horse that had a new interest in the horse. (See MEMPHIS, Page 2)

Purge Exposes Yankee Tourists

Purges of questionable allegiance to the Southern cause in the Virgina were being investigated. .. (See MEMPHIS, Page 2)
William And Mary Go-Round

By RICHARD LEE CARTER

Dear Editor:

Many years have passed since the War Between the States ended, but we should never forget our glorious heritage of Southern culture and other glorious attributes and amenities handed down by our illustrious fore-fathers. This letter is a registered protest to the Yankee influence which has infiltrated our ranks and has compromised the ideals of our Southern belles and gentlemen.

For example, one of our famous institutions of higher learning has permitted a statue of Gen. John Pope to be set up in the middle of the campus by the Daughters of the Confederacy. We, the people of the South, stand in protest against this and all similar attempts to degrade our beloved and hallowed college yard. The statue must be removed! We will not submit to this desecration of our hallowed campus.

Yours very truly,

Yo-all